This paper treats an incompressible,inviscid,steady,and perfect electrically conducting fluid past a cylindrical body whose cross-section represents a biconvex thin nonconducting airfoil in such a position that its chord is assumed to be parallel to the flow direction. A uniform magnetic field is applied in the orthogonal direction to the direction of the flow. All the flow and magnetic field variables are assumed to differ by small amounts from their undisturbed values due to the presence of the thin airfoil. The main purposes on this problem are to illustrate the effect of the biconvex thin airfoils on all the flow and magnetic field variables as well as the effect of the number "m",which measures the ratio of the undisturbed fluid to the speed of the Alfven waves,on the same variables. Flow and magnetic field quantities,at the body surface,such as speed,pressure coefficient,magnetic field intensity,lift force,and drag force are obtained in terms of the number"m". The effects of the thin airfoil and the number "m" on the flow and magnetic field quantities have been discussed.
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This field deals with the study of the motion of electrically conducting fluids in the presence of magnetic field. In this conducting fluid,in the presence of a magnetic field,the Swedich scientist H.Alfven,in 1940,discovered new waves which are unknown to both the fluid mechanics and electro-magnetism, propagate through it.
For more details about the electro-magnetic field equations see Jordan[1J ,Graffi [2] ,and for the topic consult Dragos [3] • Shercliff [4] ,and Cabannes [E] . Recently,Walker [6] in 1986,considered the problem of the liquidmetal flow in a straight circular channel with a thin metal wall and a strong magnetic field is applied by a magnet with parallel poles that end abruptly. This paper is concerned with the steady motion of a fluid which is incompressible,inviscid and electrically a perfect conductor,past a biconvex thin non-conducting airfoil in the presence of an orthogonal and uniform magnetic field. The assumption of perfect conducting fluid does not correspond exactly to the actual phenomena but simplifies to a great extent the equations of motion. The interest in this problem because it throws the light on the effect of the obstacle and the number "m",which measures the ratio of the undisturbed fluid to the speed of the Alfven waves,on the flow and magnetic field quantities.
2-Formulation of the Problem:-Consider a perfectly conducting,steady,inviscid and incompressible fluid of density p. Relative to fixed axes Oxyz let the undisturbed velocity of the fluid be V=(V,,0,0) and the undisturbed magnetic field be H=(0,H ,O) wher8 V o and Ho are constants. A thin non-conducting cyl?nrical biconvex airfoil is fixed in the fluid near O,as shown in Figure(1) ,so that the equations of its upper and lower surfaces are:
The presence of the body disturber both the velocity and magnetic fields,
respectively. It is assumed that at large distances the perturbations vanishes, i.e.
2 2 x y Y x +y-a.co and are small enough that their squares and products may be neglected.
3-Equations of Motion:-
The fundamental equations governing the motion of steady, incompressible,and perfectly conducting fluid in an orthogonal direction of magnetic field,after neglecting squares and products of the small quantities,stated in section(2),are:
(i)Conservation of mass:
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(ii)Consrvation of linear momentum:
bhx Oh ° From the foregoing analysis we find that: (1)u x (x,0) decreases with the increase of x and over the upper body surface,the magnitude increases with the increase of m,as shown in Figure 2 ,while along the lower body surface, the magnitude decreases with the increase of m,as shown in Figure 3 . (2)u (x,0+) decreases linearly with x and does not depend on m,while there is no variation in u (x,0-). *.. 
